
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Where (purchase location) and how (dine-in, takeout, delivery) MTO
smoothies are purchased

•• Types of smoothies ordered as well as appealing smoothie ingredients
•• Changes in frequency of procurement and consumption of MTO smoothies
•• Health and wellness claims that are important to users when ordering

smoothies
•• A look at user perceptions and behaviors toward MTO smoothies,

particularly attitudes that drive and deter use

There are far more “good feelings” about MTO smoothies than there are bad
perceptions: they support healthy and active lives, they are family friendly, and
operators make a superior product compared to at home options.

Consumer attitudes also suggest that smoothie users are looking for even more
ways that they can enjoy the versatile benefits of the category, despite a large
swath of category users that agree sugar and calories can be a deterrent. The
most engaged users are the most likely to cite sugar and calorie concerns,
indicating that there is more to the category than just health.

While wellbeing is strong catalyst, the convenience and value derived because
MTO smoothies are fresh, ready to drink, portable, versatile and often nutritious,
also plays a significant role in not only perception but also participation
among 35-54 year olds. Sugar and calories are still issues among these
category participants, yet not enough to detract from positive perceptions,
participation or from agreeing that premium upgrades are worth it.

The events of 2020 highlighted the deficits of some foodservice operators
more than others, particularly as they relate to MTO smoothies, because of less
defined off-premise programs. More than four in 10 category participants do
not order smoothies for delivery which could be an issue going forward. For
many consumers, remote or hybrid work conditions are here to stay at least
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some of the time, and brands throughout the foodservice industry should be
working to find solutions to the long-term impact this will have on occasions
and visitation.
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• In a crowded functional beverage space smoothies have
room for growth
Figure 12: Consumption occasions of health beverages, 2021

• Shrinking household size suggests need for strategic shifts
Figure 13: Households by presence of own children, 2010-20
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• Co-branded partnerships

Figure 15: MTO smoothie attitudes, 2021
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Figure 16: Smoothies on the menu, by type, 2019-21
• Protein is still a powerhouse for MTO smoothies

Figure 17: Smoothies on the menu, protein ingredients, 2019-21
• Convenience channels come on strong with MTO smoothies

Figure 18: Smoothies on the menu, by top 4 restaurant
segments, 2019-21

• Tapping into plant-based fever

• Versatility and nutrition are smoothie consumption drivers
• Function is fun, but flavor and satiety drive decisions

• Convenience, value drive channel choice
Figure 19: Purchase locations, 2021

• Under 45s drive MTO smoothie business
Figure 20: Purchase locations, by age, 2021
Figure 21: Purchase locations, by age, 2021

• MTO smoothies are smart, convenient draws for parents
and kids
Figure 22: Purchase locations, by parental status, 2021

• Fruit + function are winning combinations
Figure 23: Types of smoothies, 2021

• Target new audiences through specific nutrition
Figure 24: Types of smoothies, by parental status, 2021

• 2022 convenience is new-ish territory
Figure 25: Year-over-year behaviors – Procurement, 2021
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• Shifts in MTO smoothie habits favor increase rather than
decreases
Figure 26: Year-over-year behaviors – Consumption, 2021

• Reinforce value, nutrition and taste to sustain under 55s
Figure 27: Change in behavior – Increased consumption, by
age, 2021

• Make investments in tech pay off thru parents
Figure 28: Change in behaviors – Increased consumption, by
parental status, 2021

• Stack familiar with functional to cast the widest smoothie
net
Figure 29: Smoothie ingredients, 2021

• Under 55s especially hungry for diverse menus
Figure 30: Smoothie ingredients, by age, 2021

• Contemporary BFY ingredients more likely to draw parents
Figure 31: Smoothie ingredients, by parental status, 2021

• Make the benefits clear to comprehend, feel
Figure 32: Important smoothie claims, 2021

• Tangible claims outrank function
Figure 33: TURF Analysis – Important smoothie claims, 2021
Figure 34: Table – TURF Analysis – Important smoothie claims,
2021

• Methodology
• Generational shifts in BFY definition are clear with MTO

smoothies
Figure 35: Important smoothie claims, by age, 2021
Figure 36: Smoothie claims, by parental status, 2021

• Empower consumers with customized options
Figure 37: Attitudes toward made-to-order smoothies, 2021

• MTO smoothies align with more than Millennial/Gen X
wellness goals
Figure 38: Attitudes toward made-to-order smoothies, by
age, 2021

• Parents are especially strong targets for loyalty
Figure 39: Attitudes toward made-to-order smoothies, by
parental status, 2021

INTEREST IN ADDED SMOOTHIE INGREDIENTS

IMPORTANT SMOOTHIE CLAIMS

SMOOTHIE ATTITUDES
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• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
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competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
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